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About This Game

TankBlitz is a brutal run and gun tank game with four playable tanks, each having access to four unique weapons and dozens of
upgrades. You blast your way through twelve handcrafted levels crawling with over 50 different kinds of enemies, and

numerous challenging bossfights.

Key Features:

Four chapters, 12 Levels of destruction and mayhem!

4 playable tanks with unique weapons and mechanics

Loads of upgrades and customizations for each tank

Over 50 different enemy unit types with different weapons, abilities, weaknesses

Challenging bossfights and numerous minibosses!

Lots of achievements, with gameplay rewards

Three difficulty levels for rookies, veterans and crazy people

Many easter eggs and secrets sprinkled around each chapter
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Onur Vural and Leigh Christian
Publisher:
Onur Vural
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It's basically Spelunky-lite, which is just what I was looking for. Lots of ways to play, and lots (more than people realize) to
discover. Sometimes it feels like the controls don't do what you want, but that's more an issue of mastering the surprising
number of moves you can pull off with such simple controls. There's a lot packed into this little game. More than worth the
price.

Plus the developer made it using a custom hands-free system? What!?!. A poor game with pay to win. i dont like it
its boring to me. PAID: $1.99 (on sale from $9.99).
SYSTEM: WIN 10x64, i5 3570, 16GB, GTX 1070.

It's not yet in a commercially playable state, but there's a lot here for a one-man game. I can't recommend purchasing it in its
current condition, but the game has some merit so I'll give it a positive for now at the $1.99 price point in the expectation that it
will continue to be improved.

The environments are good, and I really liked the surprise first view of Mars from above. I like that the character has a
motivation and that the plot starts immediately. I like that it is a slightly unusual motivation. It's fully voiced, and the actors
seem to be professionals in terms of tone and inflection, though most read their lines stiffly and exactly as written, not even
correcting obvious grammatical errors.

And it DOES have aliens.

Critical bugs:

 - Saving a game at a medical station did not work; when I quit and continued, Instead, continuing started me at the last auto-
save.
 - A default fight mechanic is needed, even if something simple like left-click for punch and right-click for kick when no
weapon is equipped. I was killed by an alien after my character said "I need to find something to defend myself with", and he
killed me because I did not know how to fight. This was very frustrating,

Non-critical quality-of-life bugs:

 - The objective indicator on the compass is not super obvious. At minimum, the player's attention should be pointed to it so he
knows it is there.

 - Physics of driving was frustrating. Buggy slides too much. I know Mars has less gravity than Earth, but I was able to run as if
gravity was Earth-like (or being compensated by my suit). Because this is not a reality simulator, I recommend making driving
physics more like Earth.

 - Path to the first driving destination could use a more obvious path. Destination is in a steep crater and I tried to find an easy
slope down by driving very far away, before I realized it was not possible to be hurt while driving.

 - Objective marker on compass needs to be implemented after explosion.
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Polish:

 - Game still has many typos \/ improper English grammar \/ awkward dialogue. In some places, the voice actors read the lines
exactly as written, even if the lines contained obvious mistakes; re-recording dialogue is probably not a realistic goal but the
correct written English will still be an improvement. That said, the dialogue is fairly campy, so simply correcting obvious errors
would not bring it to a professional level; that would require a rewrite (the plot itself is good so far, however).

 - The switch between having control of the character and going into a non-interactive cut scene (or back) is slow \/ laggy. Some
of the non-interactive scenes seem to have many extra frames in which the character does nothing, and it gives the impression
the game is frozen. Removing extra frames and maybe giving some sort of visual hint that a non-ineractive scene is happening
would help.

I will check back in a few weeks.. The actual tutorial is really clear and very helpful if you know some of the basics of blender
prior.

The inconvieniences of the series is to do with steam and their streaming services, I highly recommend the actual tutorial
however.. You know that feeling when you find out your mother wanted to have an abortion but she somehow ended up still
having you? Well, that's exactly what this game would feel like if it could have feelings.

Graphics are not "minimal", just bad.
Music isn't relaxing at all.
Gameplay is fairly non-existent, with rules that seem to change from time to time and usually don't really make much sense at
all.
While I was playing, some sort of background advertisement for another game started playing, but I couldn't figure out what it
was (just audio). Stopped as soon as I Alt+F4'd the game.

Anyway.
This game is not what you want to play if you want to have fun or relax.
I've wasted enough time and money on it already.

I won't ask for a refund so that you don't need to buy it and developer still gets what he wanted.
Now go play something nice.. Team Ninja Boardroom Meeting:

Team Ninja: "Tengu has such a distinct fighting style unlike anyone else in the game, how do we get more players to gravitate to
Tengu?"

Random Dev: "What if we made Tengu hot?". Superfighters Deluxe is one of those games that I can almost guarentee I will be
playing for several years. If workshop is added and support continues for a long time, this game can be a 2D fighter that is as
well known as Garry's Mod.
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That a great guide but one thing miss it's all armor because at the end it's write weapon and equipement but only weapon is here.
A litle tip for people want to run the game and the guide you just have to go at your two worlds folder C:\\Program Files
(x86)\\Steam\\steamapps\\common\\Two Worlds - Epic Edition and just open the 2W_StrategyGuide_ENG.pdf or the
2WSG.exe if you prefer have a great gameplay ^^. This is the game where Pendulo really started to find their feet in making a
good adventure game. Most of the parts of the game that are weak are actually from trying to support things from Runaway 1
and 2. Gina and Brian co-star in this game that begins with Brian's funeral with flashbacks discovering just how our hero ended
up where he did.
With a doubleclick speed-walk system and a hint system that's actually fun to use (and yes, I did use it a couple of times),
Pendulo have learned from their past flaws and worked up to a new high. The game is beautiful, the characters are entertaining
and the puzzles are almsot exclusively clever.
It's hard to recommend this game to people who have not played Runaway 1 and 2 (it ties in fairly closely), but at the same time,
it's a great adventure game. The Next BIG Thing is funnier... Yesterday has a couple of neater tweaks, but this is the best
overall..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u0432\u0435\u0440\u043d\u0438\u0442\u0435
\u0434\u0435\u043d\u044c\u0433\u0438 .
. Money well spent.
I loved it.. It can be great fun but the level designs are awful at times. It's pretty addictive but can be frustrating when you end up
restarting a checkpoint because of a deliberately bad level design. If something changes for the better I'll recommend the game
but until then its a no from me.

Pro:
> Large levels. Give a good feeling of progression and some of the larger areas are pretty fun and challenging during a firefight.

> Lots of guns to collect.

> Basic but functional graphics up close. A little cartoonish but suit the game.

> Choice of locomotion. Three locomotion options. The arm swinging locomotion sounded like a horrible thing until I tried it.
Now I love it. Great for a work out and not a hint of motion sickness but I am pretty weathered against that nowadays. I use the
arm swinging that follows the angle of the wands and it works great. Except when you want to backpedal. That's not an option.

Con:
> Level checkpoints are unforgiving and it feels like its just a wait to increase longevity. I have no problem fighting my way to a
checkpoint but having fought through a pretty big level and finding that you have to climb across an annoying series of hand-
holds over a large gap to reach the checkpoint is just cruel. One slip of a grip button and you're now back to the start of the
previous checkpoint. Once I was just after reaching the top and my sword appeared in my hand (You select it by reaching over
your shoulder and gripping) which lost me my grip and dropped me all the way back down. Not fun.

> Weapons cant be stored properly. You get two holsters for guns and you can hold some in your hands too. Whilst this sounds
reasonable during the game it just becomes silly. You end up throwing a gun to the ground. Unholster the gun you want. Throw
that to the ground and pick up the other gun and holster it. Pick up the gun you wish to use. You also lose all your guns after
each level.

> Ammo is pretty ridiculous. Especially when some of the level barriers are large power banks or fuel tanks that need a couple
of dozen shots to destroy. You get swarms of enemy bugs all the time that take a good few bullets to dispatch. Its happened me
more than once that after fighting through loads of enemies I run out of ammo and have to restart a checkpoint because they are
so stingy with providing ammo. Is nonsensical at times. Again, just feels like a way to make the levels harder and slower to
expand the longevity. Especially when quite a number of enemies need a lot of bullets to penetrate through their shields etc.

> Graphics pop-up. Quite often you can see whole sections of corridors and objects further away just vanish because of the
terrible low draw distance. This could be remedied by redesigning the levels slightly.

> Irritating bugs. There are quite a number of times where the enemies just simply cheated. Shooting flames through walls and
killing you when you can't even see them for example. There is also an irritating flaw where a robot can be right up in front of
your gun. Like you're shooting point blank at its head from about ten inches away and you're bullets aren't hitting it. But he's
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able to hurt you.

All in all I think it has huge potential to be a great fun shooter but there are are too many niggles at the moment. I hope the devs
keep up the good work and improve things.. All the LUXOR games should allow Windows 7, 8 or later able to play. Only Quest
of the After Life, 5th passage and Evolved version can be played in Windows 10.. Overall the game was not very polished and
felt very repetitive, I played the main game and purchased the downloadable content. regardless of the bugs, I had enjoyable
moments from it so feel the need to leave a positive review.
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